Abstract. In this short note, we confirm a conjecture of Vasconcelos which states that the Rees algebra of any Artinian almost complete intersection monomial ideal is almost Cohen-Macaulay.
Introduction
Let R :" KrT 1 , . . . , T m s be a polynomial ring in the variables T 1 , . . . , T m over a field K. In 2013, Vasconcelos [9, Conjecture 4.15] conjectured that the Rees algebra of any almost complete intersection monomial ideal in R is almost Cohen-Macaulay. Recently, supporting proofs in the binary case were established in [2] , [14] and [15] using different techniques. With the help of Sylvester forms, similar results were also obtained for uniform ideals in [1] and [15] . The aim of the current note is to confirm this conjecture completely.
In general, equi-generated almost complete intersection ideals play an important role in the elimination theory of parameterizations and their Rees algebras encapsulate some of the most common tools for that purpose. Recall that the Rees algebra of the ideal I Ă R is RpIq " RrIZs :"
where Z is a new variable. As the scheme ProjpRpIqq is the blowup of SpecpRq along V pIq, RpIq plays an important role in the birational study of algebraic varieties. The study of Rees algebras is wide-open. Even in the binary parameterizations cases, details of the Rees algebra RpIq is still unknown in general; see for example [11] . From our algebraic point of view, the Cohen-Macaulayness is a desirable property that a nice algebra is expected to retain. However, the Rees algebra is typically not Cohen-Macaulay. Thus, it is very natural to seek the next to best case and the notion of almost CohenMacaulayness arises. The standard graded algebra RpIq is called almost Cohen-Macaulay if depthpRpIqq ě dimpRpIqq´1. Ideally, many of the established tools for studying RpIq when this algebra is Cohen-Macaulay still apply when this algebra is only almost Cohen-Macaulay; cf. [8] and [9] .
To study the aforementioned conjecture of Vasconcelos, let 
be such an Artinian almost complete intersection monomial ideal in R " KrT 1 , . . . , T m s. In the following, we will fix these integral vectors a " pa 1 , . . . , a m q and b " pb 1 , . . . , b m q. Without loss of generality, we may assume that 0 ď b i ă a i for every i and there are at least two different indices i, j for which b i ‰ 0 and b j ‰ 0. Since the case of m " 2 is well understood, we will further assume that m ě 3.
To understand the Rees algebra RpIq, we can alternatively study the free presentation 0 Ñ L ãÑ S " RrX 1 , . . . , X m , W s
where the X 1 , . . . , X m , W are new indeterminates over R, and the graded R-algebra homomorphism Φ is determined by
The prime ideal L " kerpΦq is known as the ideal of equations of I, or the defining ideal of the Rees algebra RpIq. It encodes the syzygies of all powers of I and is inevitably an vital algebraic tool for understanding the geometric properties of several constructions related to I. It also plays a prominent role in geometry modeling community; see for example [3] . And in our situation, the almost Cohen-Macaulayness of RpIq simply means depth S pS{Lq ě m.
As a matter of fact, to attack the almost Cohen-Macaulay conjecture of Vasconcelos, we follow some of the nice ideas in [1] and [15] . However, since our ultimate aim is not to give a detailed description of a minimal generating set of the defining ideal L, we drop the Sylvesterform approach. Instead, we merely give a profile of an infinite Gröbner basis of L in Section 2, which is good enough for us to carry on the discussion. As for the monomial ordering in need, the special attention towards W seems essential. After that, we also study a sequence of sub-ideals of L, and the accompanied colon ideals in Section 3. With these preparations and the standard Depth Lemma technique, we are able to confirm the almost Cohen-Macaulay conjecture of Vasconcelos at the end of this section. In particular, we are able to cover the corresponding almost Cohen-Macaulay results in [1, Theorem 2.5], [9, Proposition 4.12] and [15, Theorems 3.7 and 3.14] . In the last section, we give further applications towards the defining ideal L and the Rees algebra RpIq, when I is equi-generated. The help from the established Gröbner basis profile of L in Section 2 and the almost Cohen-Macaulayness of RpIq in Section 3 is indispensable for that purpose.
Gröbner basis of the defining ideal
As the first step, we will give an infinite Gröbner basis of the defining ideal L in this section. Of course, to make it handy, we will reduce it to a finite subset later. At the end of this section, we will discuss when the reduced (hence finite) Gröbner basis of L is indeed a minimal generating set.
Let N be the set of non-negative integers t0, 1, 2, . . . u. For any vector e P N m , we will write e i for its i-th component where 1 ď i ď m, and set |e| :" ř m i"1 e i . As usual, we will write X for the ordered sequence X 1 , . . . , X m , and T for the ordered sequence T 1 , . . . , T m . With the e P N m , X e will stand for the product X
em m in the suitable ring. We can similarly define T e .
To better express the properties of the ideal L, we will also use an accompanied R-algebra homomorphism Ψ : S Ñ R which is determined by
Meanwhile, we will write X m`1 for W , and Ă X for the ordered sequence X 1 , . . . , X m , W . With the vector β P N m`1 , the notation of Ă X β will be understood likewise as above. It is quite clear that the defining ideal L, being the kernel of the graded homomorphism Φ, is graded with respect to Ă X. For this reason, we will write L " À iě1 L i , with L i being the degree i piece of L. It is also well-known that L is generated by the binomials of the form T α Ă X β´T γ Ă X δ , with α, γ P N m and β, δ P N m`1 such that |β| " |δ| and gcdpT α , T γ q " 1 as well as gcdp Ă X β , Ă X δ q " 1; see, for instance, [16, Corollary 4.3] or [17] . Indeed, the binomial T α Ă X β´T γ Ă X δ here is uniquely determined by the pair p Ă X β , Ă X δ q, since the monomials
For later reference, we will write this binomial as Pp Ă X β , Ă X δ q. Thus, the defining ideal L is generated by the infinite set Γ :"
For the sake of an efficient investigation, we can further impose a special format on these binomials, due to the nature of the given monomial generators in I.
First of all, notice that the linear piece L 1 of the defining ideal L with respect to Ă X is generated by
They come from the Koszul syzygies of the generators of I. Using the language of [1] , the generators in Γ 0 with i " m`1 are called reduced relations while the remaining ones are called Koszul relations.
Meanwhile, a Gröbner-basis argument will be involved later. Thus, we need to equip the polynomial ring S " KrT 1 , . . . , T m , X 1 , . . . , X m , W s with a monomial ordering. In the following, we will denote by τ the lexicographic order on S with respect to W ą X m ą X m´1 ą¨¨¨ą X 1 ą T 1 ą¨¨¨ą T m . If f is a polynomial in S, we will simply use inpf q to denote the leading monomial of f with respect to τ . Furthermore, if J is an ideal of S, then we will use inpJq to denote the initial ideal of J with respect to τ . Now, we are ready to give the first description of the defining ideal L.
Proposition 2.1. The binomials in Γ 0 as well as those in
provide an infinite Gröbner basis of the defining ideal L.
In the following, we will use repeatedly the easy fact: if A Ă X β´B Ă X δ P L with nonzero monomials A, B P R, then this binomial is a multiple of Pp Ă X β , Ă X δ q.
Proof of Proposition 2.1. It suffices to take an arbitrary nonzero g :" Pp Ă X β , Ă X δ q in Γ, and show that ‚ g P xΓ 0 Y Γ 1 y, as well as ‚ inpgq is divisible by the initial monomial of some binomial in Γ 0 Y Γ 1 . We have two cases.
(a) If W ∤ Ă X β as well as W ∤ Ă X δ , then g belongs to the defining ideal r L of the Rees algebra associated to the complete intersection ideal r I :" xT
To study its presentation, we will use simply Φ| RrX 1 ,...,Xms . Since r I is generated by a d-sequence, it follows from [10] 
In particular, g P xΓ 0 y Ă xΓ 0 Y Γ 1 y. Without loss of generality, for g, we may assume that that X i | Ă X β and X j | Ă X δ for some i, j with 1 ď j ă i ď m. Now, one can verify directly that inpPpX i , X j| inpgq. (b) Therefore, in the following, we may assume that W | Ă X β by symmetry. To exclude the trivial case, we may require in the following that g R Γ 1 . Thus, we can find that some i 0 , j 0 with 1
by a direct computation, we see that
is a factor of B. As β i 0 ě 1, the exponent of this factor is at least a i 0 . On the other hand, we have
As g and PpX i 0 , X j 0 q belong to the prime defining ideal L, so does
This implies that the above binomial is a multiple of
Meanwhile, we observe that W is not involved in
which in turn will be a multiple of inpPp Ă X β {X i 0 , Ă X δ {X j 0 q). But again by induction, the latter is divisible by the leading monomial of some binomial in Γ 0 Y Γ 1 . Thus, this completes our proof.
Since Γ 0 Y Γ 1 is an infinite Gröbner basis of the defining ideal L, we can find a finite subset Γ 2 which is still a Gröbner basis of L. From Γ 2 , we can compute the reduced Gröbner basis Γ of L. Whence, the leading terms of the binomials in Γ are mutually non-comparable, and the tails of each binomial in Γ cannot be reduced further by Γ. It is well-known that Γ is uniquely determined by τ . Furthermore, it is not difficult to see that Γ 0 Ď Γ Ď Γ 0 Y Γ 1 in our situation.
In [1] , [2] and [15] , the reduced Gröbner basis of the defining ideal L is explicitly constructed via moving curve or Sylvester forms techniques. And this Gröbner basis is shown to be a minimal generating set of L as well in each case. Thus, we also want to determine when our Γ is also a minimal generating set of L, although we have not written down Γ explicitly. Without loss of generality, we may assume that b 1 ď b 2 ď¨¨¨ď b m . Although we have an implicit order over the T 's and X's with respect to τ , it can be seen from the following proof that the order over the b's here is not essential. Notice that by our assumptions in the first section, we will in turn have b m´1 , b m ą 0. 
Proof.
(a) If b 1 " b 2 "¨¨¨" b m´2 " 0, we claim that Γ is not a minimal generating set of L. To see this, consider the following three distinct binomials in Γ 0 :
PpW, X m q, Γ is not a minimal generating set.
(b) In the remaining case, we will have b m´2 ą 0. Whence, at least two distinct Tvariables will show up in each tail monomial of the reduced relations.
In this situation, we claim that Γ is a minimal generating set of L. Suppose for contradiction that this is not true. Then, there exists some
If F is a reduced relation, we can check with ease that none of the monomials emerging in ΓztF u is a factor of inpF q. Indeed, as inpF q takes the form AW˚for some monomial A P R, we only need to check the leading monomial of each G here. But this is clear since Γ is a reduced Gröbner basis. Thus, the equality F " ř GPΓztF u k G G cannot happen in this subcase.
Otherwise, F will be a Koszul relation. Say, F " PpX i , X j q with 1 ď j ă i ď m. We can check with ease that none of the monomials emerging in pΓ 0 Y Γ 1 qztF u is a factor of inpF q " T a j j X i . Indeed, since F is linear with respect to Ă X, it suffices to investigate the reduced relations. As this can be verified directly, the equality F " ř GPΓztF u k G G still cannot happen in this subcase.
In Section 4, we will talk about the maximal degree of the Gröbner basis of L when I is equi-generated.
The almost Cohen-Macaulay conjecture of Vasconcelos
In this section, we will confirm the conjecture of Vasconcelos ([9, Conjecture 4.15]) which states that the Rees algebra of an almost complete intersection monomial ideal I is almost Cohen-Macaulay, i.e., depth S pRpIqq ě dimpRpIqq´1.
To achieve this goal, in the following, we give a total order τ 1 to N m as follows: for α, β P N m , α ă τ 1 β if and only if |α| ă |β|, or |α| " |β| and X α ă lex X β . Thus, with respect to τ 1 , the initial vector is 0 " p0, 0, . . . , 0q.
Considering Proposition 2.1, we can always find a finite subset C Ă tc P N m | |c| ě 2u and Γ 2 :" tPpW |c| , X c q | c P Cu such that the binomials in the disjoint union Γ 0 \ Γ 2 provide a Gröbner basis of the defining ideal L. For our induction proof below, we will harmlessly assume that C is closed in the sense that if c 1 ă τ 1 c with c P C and |c 1 | ě 2, then c 1 P C.
We can order the vectors in C as c 1 ă τ 1¨¨¨ă τ 1 c N . For 1 ď i ď N , we will write c i " pc i,1 , c i,2 , . . . , c i,m q P N m . Furthermore, for 1 ď j ď N , we set
By convention, Θ 0 " Γ 0 and correspondingly H 0 " L 1 S.
Proposition 3.1. With the notation above, for 0 ď j ď N , Θ j is a Gröbner basis of the ideal H j .
Proof. We will apply the standard technique of checking S-pairs spolypF, Gq for F ‰ G P Θ j ; cf. [7, Section 2.3] . By symmetry, we have the following three cases.
(a) Assume that both F and G are Koszul relations. It is clear that spolypF, Gq P r L in the equation (4) . Thus, spolypF, Gq can be reduced to zero by the multivariate division algorithm relative to the set Γ 0 ; cf. part (a) of the proof of Proposition 2.1. (b) Assume that F is a Koszul relation while G is not. Thus, we may write G " PpW |β| , X β q and F " PpX j 0 , X i 0 q with 1 ď i 0 ă j 0 ď m. Whence, spolypF, Gq is a multiple of PpW |β| X i 0 , X j 0 X β q. Say, that the latter binomial is AW |β| X i 0´B X j 0 X β . Since obviously X i 0 | W |β| X i 0 and X j 0 | X j 0 X β , by the argument as in the case (b) in the proof of Proposition 2.1, we may express PpW |β| X i 0 , X j 0 X β q as a friendly S-linear combination of F and G:
Because of the existence of W |β| in inpGq,
Thus, PpW |β| X i 0 , X j 0 X β q can be reduced by the multivariate division algorithm via F and G to zero. Therefore, we are done in this case. (c) Assume that neither F nor G is a Koszul relation. Thus, we will write F " PpW |β| , X β q and G " PpW |δ| , X δ q for some β ň δ ĺ c j with respect to τ 1 . If |β| " |δ|, then spolypF, Gq P r L. Thus, as in the case (a), we are done. Therefore, we may assume that |β| ă |δ|. Whence, spolypF, Gq is a multiple of PpW |δ|´|β| X β 1 , X δ 1 q for
Being in the defining ideal L, the binomial PpW |δ|´|β| X β 1 , X δ 1 q can be reduced to zero by the multivariate division algorithm relative to the set Γ 0 Y Γ 1 ; cf. Proposition 2.1. Notice that our C is closed. By checking the degree with respect to W , we can expect that each emerging binomial is either in Γ 0 or is PpW |c i | , X c i q for some c i with |c i | ď |δ|´|β|. In particular, these i's will be strictly less than the given j. Thus, we are done in this last case.
Recall that an ideal J of S is called extended with respect to the inclusion R Ă S if J " pJ X RqS. Proposition 3.2. With the notation above, for 0 ď j ď N , the colon ideal
can be extended from R.
Proof. By Proposition 3.1, it suffices to consider the following three types of simpler colon ideals.
(a) For 1 ď i ď j´1, consider the colon ideal
Notice that the emerging two leading monomials take the form AW |c i | and A 1 W |c j | respectively with A, A 1 P R. As |c i | ď |c j |, the colon ideal in (6) is extended. (b) For 1 ď i ď m, consider the colon ideal xinpPpW, X i qqy : xinpPpW |c j | , X c j qqy .
This case is similar. However, details of this case is needed in the next case. Notice that the emerging two leading monomials can be written as
respectively. Thus, the colon ideal in (7) takes the form T a i´bi´di i S for
In particular, it is an extended ideal.
(c) For 1 ď i 1 ă i 2 ď m, consider the colon ideal
Notice that the leading monomial of PpX i 2 , X i 1 q is T From what we have found above, we can conclude that colon ideal in (5) equals
which is extended with respect to the inclusion R Ă S. Proof. Notice that RpIq -S{L while it is well-known that m`1 " dimpS{Lq " dimpS{ inpLqq and depthpS{Lq ě depthpS{ inpLqq; cf. [7, Theorem 3.3.4] and [18, Theorem 1.3] . Thus, it suffices to show that S{ inpLq is almost Cohen-Macaulay, i.e., to show that depthpS{ inpLqq ě m.
We will apply the technique outlined in Lemma 3.3 repeatedly. Since we have shown in Proposition 3.2 that the successive colon ideals are extended, it remains to verify that depthpS{L 1 Sq ě m. But S{L 1 S -SympIq, the symmetric algebra of I. Since I is an Artinian almost complete intersection ideal, SympIq is Cohen-Macaulay by [6, Corollary 10.2] . In particular, this algebra is unmixed having dimension dimpRq`1 " m`1 by [6, Proposition 8.5]. Thus, the inequality depthpS{L 1 Sq ě m holds.
In particular, we are able to cover the corresponding almost Cohen-Macaulay results in [1, Theorem 2.5], [9, Proposition 4.12] and [15, Theorems 3.7 and 3.14].
Applications to the equi-generated case
In this last section, we will focus on the equi-generated case when a 1 " a 2 "¨¨¨" a m " |b|, except for Theorem 4.1 which holds for slightly more general situation.
Notice that finding the minimal generators of the defining ideal L in the equi-generated case is also strongly related to the problem of computing the moving curve ideals of monomial rational parameterizations of the form
bm m q. See for instance [2] along this line. However, from the work of [2] , [14] and [15] , one can see that finding the explicit presentation of the minimal generating set is very difficult. One must impose very strong conditions in order to write out the minimal generating set explicitly. The next question will be if one can at least find a bound on the degree of generators of the defining ideal L without narrowing down to special cases. It is unfortunate that even for a degree 3 square-free monomial ideal, one can get a generator of any degree if no other restriction is placed; see for example [12] and [13] . Finding the degree bound is actually a classical question in the commutative algebra community. Recall that with the Z-graded ideal L " À iě1 L i , the relation type of the Rees algebra RpIq is defined to be
This invariant, which is independent of the chosen set of generators of I, gives us some idea on how far the Rees algebra RpIq is from the symmetric algebra SympIq and provides us an insight of the complexity of the Rees algebra.
In the following, we want to fine-tune the result in Proposition 2.1 when |b| ď minpaq :" minpa 1 , . . . , a m q. Theorem 4.1. Suppose that |b| ď minpaq. Then, the binomials in Γ 0 as well as those in
provide a (non-reduced) Gröbner basis of L. Here, τ 2 denotes the partial ordering of N m by componentwise comparison. In particular, reltypepIq ď |b|.
Proof. In view of Proposition 2.1, we may take arbitrary F :" PpW |c| , X c q P Γ 1 zΓ 3 . If we introduce c 1 :" pc 1 1 , . . . , c 1 m q where c 1 i " minpb i , c i q for each i, then c 1 ň τ 2 c. In the following, we want to reduce F by F 1 :" PpW |c 1 | , X c 1 q P Γ 3 . For simplicity, we will write F " AW |c|´B X c and F 1 " A 1 W |c 1 |´B1 X c 1 with monomials A, A 1 , B, B 1 P R.
We claim that B 1 divides B in R. To see this, for each i, we show that the factors of B 1 in T i divides the factors of B in T i , i.e., Since |c 1 | ď |c|, the above inequality holds. This finishes our proof of the claim. Now,
Since both F and F 1 belong to the defining ideal L, so does AW |c|´|c 1 |´B B 1 A 1 X c´c 1 . But this will imply that AW |c|´|c 1 |´B B 1 A 1 X c´c 1 is a multiple of PpW |c|´|c 1 | , X c´c 1 q. Notice that |c|´|c 1 | ě 1 by our assumption. Thus, by an induction argument on |c|, we see that
Meanwhile, notice that
Thus,
which in turn will be a multiple of inpPpW |c|´|c 1 | , X c´c 1 qq. But again by induction, the latter is divisible by the leading monomial of some binomial in Γ 0 Y Γ 3 . Thus, this completes our proof.
Notice that the assumption in Theorem 4.1 holds particularly for the equi-generated case. Indeed, from now on, we will always assume that the ideal I is equi-generated. Now, we take a second look at the Z-graded defining ideal L " À iě1 L i , with L i being the degree i piece of L. In particular, the ideal of the linear part is
It is known by [18, Proposition 1.1] that the defining ideal
To see this, we also need to notice that I is a monomial ideal and consequently pT 1 T 2¨¨¨Tm q k P I for any k P N sufficiently large. Note that the above formula is also established in [4, Theorem 2.1] for the multi-Rees algebra case. With the equation (11), a natural question is to find a satisfactory small ℓ P N such that
Indeed, since RpIq is almost Cohen-Macaulay, we have L " L 1 S : α 8 " L 1 S : m 8 for any nonzero α P I or α P I 1 pϕq; cf. [8, Section 2.1]. Here, I 1 pϕq is the ideal of entries of the minimal presentation matrix of I and m is the graded maximal ideal of R.
Recall that a sub-ideal J is called a reduction of the ideal I if there is an integer n such that I n´1 J " I n . The reduction number of I with respect to the reduction ideal J is the smallest integer n such that I n´1 J " I n , and will be denoted by red J pIq. Meanwhile, a reduction ideal of I is called minimal if it does not contain properly another reduction of I. In our equi-generated case, one can check easily that J :" xT 
We can calculate the socle degree ǫ explicitly. It is clear that
Thus, the socle degree of R{pJ : T b q equals ř m i"1 p|b|´b i´1 q " pm´1q|b|´m. Consequently, the expected secondary elimination degree (with respect to this minimal reduction ideal J) is r " pm´1q|b|´m`1 " pm´1qp|b|´1q.
From the above argument, we immediately have Corollary 4.2. Assume that the Artinian complete intersection monomial ideal I is equigenerated.
Using the Gröbner basis given in Theorem 4.1, we can give another proof.
Proof. In view of Theorem 4.1, it suffices to take arbitrary nonzero F P Γ 3 zΓ 0 and show that pT 1 T 2¨¨¨Tm q ℓ F P L 1 S. Write F " AW |c|´B X c . We will use the leading terms of the following binomials in Γ 0 to reduce successively pT 1 T 2¨¨¨Tm q ℓ AW |c| :
At each step, although we will keep the monomial A intact, the degree with respect to W with drop by one, the degree with respect to X will increase by one, and the degree with respect to T will remain. Thus, we will have some monomial of the form
with |α| " mℓ. Since ℓ ě pm´1qp|b|´1q m , the following inequalities cannot hold simultaneously:
Without loss of generality, we may assume that |b|´b 1 ď α 1 . Whence, we will use the leading term of PpW, X 1 q to get the new monomial
Starting from pT 1 T 2¨¨¨Tm q ℓ AW |c| , after |c| steps, we will arrive at a monomial of the form above is sharp. To see this, we may take m " 3 and b " p1, 1, 1q. Using Macaulay2 [5] , we can check directly that
Meanwhile, Without loss of generality, we may further assume that gcdpbq :" gcdpb 1 , . . . , b m q " 1; see also [15, Lemma 3.1] . Under this assumption, one can check with ease that PpW |c| , X c q " W |c|´X c if and only if c is a multiple of b. In particular, PpW |b| , X b q, which is the elimination equation of I, belongs to the reduced Gröbner basis and minimal generating set of L; see also Proposition 2.2. This binomial has the largest possible degree with respect to Ă X by Theorem 4.1. This element is also the only non-zero generator of the defining ideal (toric ideal) of the special fiber algebra, FpIq, associated to the monomial ideal I.
Since we have seen in Theorem 3.4 that RpIq is almost Cohen-Macaulay, by [9, Corollary 3.9], we will have Corollary 4.4. If the Artinian complete intersection monomial ideal I is equi-generated and gcdpbq " 1, then dimpFpIqq " m and reltypepIq " red J pIq`1 " |b|.
In particular, this implies that red J pIq " |b|´1. But of course, this last formula is not difficult to derive directly.
Furthermore, the Castelnuovo-Mumford regularity (one has to bear in mind that the elements in R have degree 0 in RpIq) and the multiplicity (also known as the degree) of RpIq are also very important invariants. It follows from [9, Theorem 3.5 and Proposition 3.16] that Corollary 4.5. If the Artinian complete intersection monomial ideal I is equi-generated and gcdpbq " 1, then regpRpIqq " reltypepIq " |b| and degpRpIqq " ř m´1 j"0 |b| j . Remark 4.6. More generally, suppose that |b| ď a 1 " a 2 "¨¨¨" a m ": n. As RpIq is almost Cohen-Macaulay, Theorem 4.1 and [9, Corollary 3.9] together will imply that red J pIq ď |b|´1 for the minimal reduction ideal J " xT n 
